
 

What business is Castle Lite in?

What business is Castle Lite in? If you said; alcohol, you'd be partly right. Of course, Castle Lite sells alcohol. It is a
company or subsidiary that sells alcoholic beverages. It's a lighter version of the original Castle Lager, and they also have a
flavoured version, Castle Lite Lime.
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To me, Castle Lite is not just a company that sells an alcoholic beverage. The proof is its brand-building approach. Of
course, my analysis is in retrospect and purely based on what I and everyone else is exposed to, and therefore do not have
intel on the strategic or back-end thinking.

Castle Lite is more than just a beer brand

The most interesting thing for me is how they’ve built their brand. In communication strategy, linked to brand building, the
key to success is to deliver consistent messaging over a prolonged period, thereby delivering and creating a clear
distinction amongst your competitors and within your given industry and market.

But Castle Lite is not just a beer brand, it is an events company. They have literally taken a function that could and probably
should belong to an external supplier (events) and they have turned it into a core function. Every year, Castle Lite ‘unlocks’
a highly rated international artist who embraces local fans with their presence and music.

Why this is important in today’s world of brand marketing

Key questions are always asked in boardrooms; “How do we sell more? How do we become relevant? How do we resonate
with our target market? How do we create more brand value? How do we increase our brand’s equity? How do we out-
compete the competition?” Well, I think the key to answering these questions lies in unlocking Castle Lite’s secret (see what
I did there with ‘unlocking’?).
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Brand building is an iterative process that requires consistent evaluation. The results of the evaluations will always reveal the
need for constant and consistent innovation. The tricky thing about the concept of innovation is that it tends to sway or skew
our thinking towards the technical side of it. Innovation is simply finding a new way or new method.

Castle Lite has proved that one can build a brand thinking from the periphery.

Build your brand from the periphery

When I talk about thinking from the periphery, I’m referring to aspects of any given industry that are related to its core
business. In Castle Lite’s instance, music and concerts are on the peripheral of alcohol but closely linked. They go together
seamlessly.

Castle Lite has gradually built equity around concerts and music. They could have easily spent millions and probably
billions talking about their light beer, but instead, they sought to create experiences that would enable people to enjoy their
beer, create positive associations with the brand and also strengthen their unique memory structures. These in no
particular order would be; ‘unlock’, ‘refreshment’, ‘ice cold’, ‘the visualisation of ice’, ‘the ice-cold indicator’, ‘extra cold’,
‘concerts’ and ‘music’.

How can you apply this to your own brand?

The key learning for me here is that in order for one to grow a brand, it isn’t necessarily about trying to figure out solutions
for the core business. That’s one way of doing it, but true opportunities lie in the periphery.

In whatever industry you are in, there are key factors or aspects of your industry that are pregnant with opportunities but
are not being leveraged because we are fixated on ‘the product’ or whatever service or product it is that we are selling.

Steps to building a brand from the periphery
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Do an audit of your industry. What aspects of your industry lie on the periphery but are strongly linked? For
example, with the alcohol industry, music and concerts go hand-in-hand. So, Castle Lite decided to take those two
and own them. List everything that’s on the periphery and establish where the biggest opportunities lie. Think very
carefully about this as this will obviously require a lot of investment because, in order to build your brand from the
periphery, you are going to need to build equity.

Find a unique execution linked to your brand. Castle Lite’s positioning or proposition is all about “ice cold
refreshment” – their brand promise is their enablement to create fun times that are out of the ordinary. How they have
owned music and concerts is that these usually happen on the coldest days. They have literally changed perceptions
about the cold weather. All of a sudden, cold weather, a music concert and an international artist sound like a good
combination. This year they are unlocking Chance the Rapper. What they have managed to do is to ensure that their
concerts are different, by bringing an international star who is relevant and who can pull crowds.

Execute and keep at it. Building your brand from the periphery (by associating your brand to aspects of your
industry that are relevant, without focusing on your core business) requires time and patience. Castle Lite did not get
to this stage overnight. They had to do it over a prolonged period. 
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I’m certain that the brand and agency involved will give you better insight, but from where I’m standing, any brand-building
effort, whether you are focusing on what’s on the periphery or focusing on the core business, time and patience is of the
essence. To build a unique brand requires more effort.
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In conclusion

With so much money invested in creating these music concerts experiences, is Castle Lite just a beer brand? I believe that
they are more than that, they are also an events company.

So, what business are you in? Find your periphery opportunity and build on it.

Would love to hear your thoughts.
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You don’t always have to sell stuff. This is not necessarily a step, but worth mentioning. Building your brand from
the periphery doesn’t always mean that you have to sell your core products. You don’t always have to link each thing
you do to the sale of whatever service or products you have. You don’t always have to sell in order to sell. Sometimes,
you just have to provide a meaningful platform or experience and people will decide to buy. 
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